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The Setting and Interpretation of
Psalm 126
The Psalter still presents major problems of interpretation. In faet the
interpretation of many psalms is more difficult than other parts of the
Old Testament. This is beeause we are dealing with Hebrew poetry, with
all its attendant difficulties such as unusual vocabulary, poetic syntax
and archaisms, and also because there is not the surrounding context to
help with understanding the historical context. The individual psalms are
isolated from their original setting and consequently interpretation is dependent onTeatures such as content, form, and vocabulary.
Even within particular sections of the Psalter the difficulties are
scarcely alleviated. To take the Songs of Ascents (Pss. 120-134), there is
such variety within the section that any one psalm provides practically no
assistance in the interpretation of any other. Their common title binds
them together as a unit, but fails to elucidate their content. Hence any
one of these psalms continues to confront us with major exegetical
difficulties and scholarly viewpoints are as varied as they have been in the
past. But the continued task of biblical students is to examine again the
problems, as'in this way exegetical progress is achieved and a fuller understanding of the biblical text is reached.
Psalm 126 is unique within the Songs of Ascents in that it has most
commonly been taken to be post-exilic. However the interpretation of so
much of the psalm has provided widely divergent views. Modern commentators have helped by focussing attention on the problems which can
so easily be evaded. In addition to commentaries there is the stimulating
study by Walter Beyerlin, We are like Dreamers,1 which accurately
points to these problems and which arrives at a conclusion different from
previous studies.
The problems of the psalm are various, but include the following:
1. The opening c l a u s e , >eth shebith tsiyon, can be interpreted in different ways. Is this a reference to the return from the captivity of
exile, or does it refer more generally to the restored fortunes of Zion?
2. The expression “we were like dreamers” is unusual and has produced
varied interpretations.
3. The time reference of several of the verbs is problematic, especially
the Hebrew imperfects in vs. 2.
4. The contrast between vss. 1-3, with captivity a past condition of the
people, and vss. 4-6 with an appeal for further restoration, has often
been regarded as a major obstacle.
5. The literary form of the psalm is difficult to categoriz ؟.
It will be best to outline briefly ®eyerlin’s solutions to some of these
problems. He begins by tackling the phrase “we were like dreamers”, and
argues that it can only refer to a dream whilst asleep. Those who
experience such a dream are being told beforehand what God intends to
do. This phrase is the h i ^ e linking both sections of the psalm, because
* A revised version of a paper first delivered at the Tyndale Fellowship, Melbourne, in
September, 1984.
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what is foreseen in the dream is still to eome and prompts the prayer of
vs. 4, “Restore our fortunes”. Beyerlin does not think the psalm has liturgieal features, but was one reeited in the communal cult. He takes the
opening phrase to refer to restored fortunes, and suggests that the Gentiles still mock the unfortunate community. Hence he dates the psalm
from the period of the exile, and gives its provenance as southern Israel.
Borne aspects of Beyerlin’s presentation have similarities with previous
discussions. Other aspects are entirely new. All in all it prompts another
look at some of the problems and especially an assessment of his proposed solutions.
1.

THE CAPTIVITY OF ZION
.The opening words of'the psalm contain difficulties. The verb shub,
“return”, is normally intransitive in the c a l, but here and in another 16
places in the Old Testament it does have an obje'ct. Usually the
expression is shub 9eth shebuth, “restore the captivity”, as in vs. 4 of this
very psalm.
But the object of the verb in vs. 1 is the word shiba, not shebuth or the
variant shebith. Various explanations have been given of it.
1٠As some manuscripts do have shebuth here it could be a textual corruption. The LXX rendering aichmalosia would lend some support for
2. Many editors and commentators read instead shebuth, in agreement
with the Massoretic vocalisation of the consonantal text in vs. 4.
3. Dahood 2 draws attention to the Aramaic expression in the Sefire inscriptions “they restored the fortunes of my father’s house”. From this he
proceeds to argue correctly that the word here is not a derivative from
shaba, “go into captivity”, but from shub, “return”. Many older commentators also rightly saw that the noun was a derivative of the verb to
return (e.g., Perowne, Alexander, Hengstenberg), though their explanation of the phrase did not follow a common pattern.
One can question whether Dahood’s approach is satisfactory here in
Fs. 126.1, and whethCT the expression has to be rendered “restored the
fortunes of Zion” on the basis of the comparison with the Aramaic. Even
the phrase shub shebuth can have this general meaning within the Old
Testament. The only other occurence of shiba in biblical Hebrew is in 2
Samuel 19:33. Speaking of Barzillai providing for David, the text says
that he did it beshibatho bemah^nayim. Most editbrs emend the text here
to read beshibto, “while he stayed”. But David h d already been at
Mahanaim (cf. 2 Sam. 17:24, 27), and it makes perfectly good sense to
regard shiba as a derivative of shub and thus to render, “when he
returned to Mahanaim”.
Taking the expression as a cognate accusative in Psalm 126:1 it is quite
feasible to translate, “When the Lord returned (or restored) Zion”. That
this restoration was something more than mere general restoration of
fortunes seems implied by the psalm as a whole. The joy is excessive for
anything other than a major happening (see vss. 2, 3, 5, 6 ), while the use
of higdil, “to do wonderful things”, is important. It points to a major
event which demonstrated God’s power. The opening phrase of vs. 3,
higdil yhwh lacasoth, on\y occurs here and in Joel 2:221 , هin the Gld
Testament. This is important, as there are significant connections in
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thought and language between Psalm لand the book of Joel. These 26
.include references to the return (Ps. 126:1, 4 / / Joel 3:1), Zion (Ps
Joel 2:23), the great things the LORD has done for his people / / 126:1
Ps־126:2
(.
, 3 // ﻟﺨﻬﻞ.
rejoicing (Ps. 126:3// Joel ,)21 ■,2:20
2:2  ﻣﻞthe ,)23
watercourses (Ps. 126:4// Joel 3:18) and to harvest (Ps. 126:5, 6 / / J 0 el
3:13(.
’The date of Joel cannot be determined with precision, but Myers
arguments for a date around the period of Haggai and Zechâriah
520)
B.G.) seem best to fit the evidence.* Whatever the exact relationship
between Joel and Psalm 126, the similarities in thought and general time
of composition are striking. The specific phrase which occurs only in
Joel and the psalm is used by the prophet to describe a very dramatic
intervention of God on behalf of his people. Its use in the psalm also
suggests an event as dramatic as the return from exile. In Isaiah 28:29 the
Hiphil forms of the roots gdl and ρΓ occur in parallelism. If the
connotations of GodJs marvellous acts such as the Exodus, as expressed
,frequently by the root p l\ carried over to the Hiphil form of the root gdl
then the phrase may well have suggested an event as magnificent as a
se c o n d e x o d u s ,

٨ word should be added regarding the use of the term “Zion”. The
.)”syntax precludes “Zion” being the indirect object of the verb (“to Zion
.What is remarkable is that it ،is the retu rn o f Zion which is described
Clearly the closest parallels occur in Isaiah 49-52, where the exiles in
Babylon are referred to as “Zion” (Isa. 49:14; 51:3), or as “the captive
daughter of Zion” (Isa. 52:l, 2 ,1 2 ). In the Apocrypha the term is
likewise used of the captive people of Judah (cf. 2 Esdras
2:40
3:2
31(.,;
-The term was extended from the literal mount Zion to embrace the con
cept of devoted worshippers of the LORD, whether they were doing so
on that very site or even far off in exile,
 لTHE DREAMERS
.The last clause in vs. 1 also has its problems, as the versions testify
The LXX has “as those who are comforted”, and the Syriac “as those
who rejoice”. The Targum has “like sick people who are cured”, which
has received support from the scribe at Qumran responsible for the
manuscript llQ P s a . 4 That manuscript has the reading khlwm ym , “like
those who have been healed”. The NEB seems to follow the Qumran
scribe in rendering “li'ke men who had found new health”. Dahood
desires to find a different solution because he c la im s the words have
never been successfully fitted.into the content of the verse“.” ﺀHe
proceeds to suggest either reading the consonants as khl m ym , “like the
sands of the waters”, or as khlm y m , “like the sands of the sea” (with
enclitic mem. i n . ؤconstruct chain (.  وWhile the latter expression is: a
common biblical one it never occurs elsewhere with an enclitic mem, and
.also the idea is alien to the present context
Beyerlin has argued strongly that the expression must refer to those
who dream while asleep, and that the message so received concerns the
fu tu re / Thus this opening verse is not descriptive of past experience, but
of Tuture experience. He claims that we must set aside modern English or
German expressions which suggest that the returning exiles were left
as if they were dreaming ,
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It is strange, though, that Beyeriin begins by appeal to modern English
and German dictionaries. He claims from discussion of the usage in these
languages that “only attempts at interpretation can be seriously considered, which interpret the comparison with dreamers, as dreamers in
sleep”, but then immediately points out that this evidence needs counterproof from within the Gld Testament.^ One could easily argue tthat
English and German have the expression “like dreamers” and use it of
those awake because of a biblical idiom and idea which has penetrated
these languages.
There can be no doubt that Beyeriin is correct when he asserts that in
biblical Hebrew dreaming is usually used of those who dream during
sleep orslum ber . 9 But the major difficulty with his view is simply that the
text here says not they “were dreamers” but “like dreamers”. There is no
textual evidence to support the deletion of the preposition. Rather the
Hebrew manuscript evidence and also all the ancient versions indicate its
presence. This is the only occurrence of the participle of this verb in the
Old Testament with the preposition kß, and it is hard to evade the force
of it. The indication is that when the LORD restored Zion, they were as
if dreaming. It expresses a state of mind comparable to dreaming in
sleep, but not of actual sleep with an accompanying dream. It is different
from “we were rejoicing” in vs. 3, which describes reality.
This still leaves an ambigpity. The exiles could be viewed as dreaming
while in exile of what God was going to do for them. This would mean
that when the restoration commenced there were some at least who were
conjuring up visions of a return to their own land. They had earlier
prophecies to stimulate them, as well as those of their fellow exile
Ezekiel.
Alternately, the expression could relate to the amazement with which
the returning exiles regarded their restoration. This explanation is
probably preferable. They had regarded themselves as dead (Ezek.
37:1-13) but the restoration left them with a sense of wonder at God’s
action. The comparison with dreamers is not at all inconsistent with the
hilarity with which they greeted the restoration (vss. 2, 3,"6 ). There may
also be present the idea, as Kimchi suggested, that the distress of the exile
passed away as a dream because of this abounding joy.
3.THE TlhÆE REFERENCE GE THE ¥ERBS IN vss. 1-3
Another important consideration is The time reference of the verbs in
the first half of the psalm. This is especially so because Beyeriin argues
that the opening clause is future in reference (“When the LGRD restores
Zion”), followed by a parenthesis (“we were like dreamers”). Gf this
latter phrase he says that it “interrupts the future context and therefore is
logically parenthetical” . 10 That parentheses do occur is not in dispute,
but it seems very forced to suggest that this is an example of one. Rather
his assertion that the verb hayinu refers to the present in this context has
to be challenged, and more particularly his assertion that the verbs in vs.
2 are future in orientation.
The main question in vs. 2 is whether the two verbs which are imperfeet in form refer to the future. Both of these verbs are preceded by the
particle ’az, “then”. Beyeriin adopts the position that the double use of
this particle followed by the imperfects refers to future time (“when the
LGRD restores the fortunes of'Zion .. . then our mouth is־filled־׳. ,.. and
then they say”).
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This position is not nearly as certain as he suggests. Firstly, the
Hebrew verbal system is not primarily coneerned with time but rather
with aspect. Hence it may well be that on occasions the imperfect may
require to be translated by an English ٣ ^ tense, especially past continuous. S e n d l y , there is clear evidence that Hebrew has a combination of
yqtl forms, one denoting the imperfect while the o tter , اcorresponding to
the Accadian preterite ﻣﺺ/  طvirtually the equivalent of the qtl forms.
The waw consecutive forms in Hebrew are to be explained as.construetions connected w ith ^ e Accadian pattern, but the occurrence of yqtl
forms denoting tte past is also wide-spread especially in poetical passag es.^'^ convenient listing of suggested passages in the Fsalter where a
seeming imperfect form refers to past time is given in “The Grammar of
the Psalter” by Hahood and Penar . 12 This is not a new discovery, but
older grammarians and commentators were conscious of the needTo
translate imperfect forms as referring to past time . 13 In fact, it is notable
how perceptive older writers were, and modern linguistic knowledge has
confirmed and explained their observations. The phenomenon occurs
less rarely in biblical prose™, but even in a causal clause tlie imperfect can
occur in reference to past time . 15 In poetic passages there are many
examples of a  ﻛﺘﻴﻢ/ form which must be translated by an English past
tense.
One of the most helpful recent discussions on the translation 0  يthe
tenses in Hebrew poetry is that by p. c. Craigie. After discussion of the
problem he pertinently concludes:
From the kind of evidence summarized above, it is evident that there
c n be no simple rule ofthum b with ׳re.spect׳to heappropriate English
tense which may be indicated by the forms of the Hebrew verb. In
practice, the context is the principle guide to determining the most
a ^ r o ^ ^ e translation, but d؛fficulti؟s arise precisely because context, in nm historical poetic texts (which is the case with respect to tte
majority of the psalms), may leave room for considerable ambiguity
and uncertainty.™
In this ^alter'.passage we have two imperfects in vs. 2 both following
the particle
Eeyerlin compares the usage here to the grammar of
Proverbs l:27f. and Job 33:15f., though both of these passages present
difficulti.es which render their evidence less than cogent. He argues that
following the future reference in tte opening clause of vs. 1 in Psalm 126
the sequence is not completed until “then” is followed by imperfects referring to the future. The evidence is not just as strong as Beyerlin may
suppose, as im ^ r f e c t following “then” quite often refer to past time . 17
As he temself recognises,™
references depend largely on the context.
This view is emphatically underscored by Craigie, who says that aspect
and context have to be our principal guides in translating v.erbs-in..
Hebrew poetry.™ The most obvious way to undertake thè opening clause
of vs. 1 is to the past, while the repeated
(vss. 1 and 3) are also
best taken aspast. If present time was intended the pronoun plus the participle would have been more appropriate. Also, in the syntax ofThe
opening verses the repeated higdil in vss. 2 and 3 best refers to what was
reported of God’s action in restoring the people, so that tte same testimony was declared both among the surrounding Gentile nations (vs. 2)
and within Israel (vs. 3).
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On balance it seems best to disallow Beyerlin’s thesis and to aecept that
the opening verses of the psalm are deseribing a past aetion  طwhich God
restored his people. Then, as a consequence, their mouths were filled
-with laughter, and proclamation of the fact was made am^ng the Gen
tiles. If this view is maintained then we are left with the contrast between
.the two halves of the psalm which Beyerlin’s argument denies
THE CONTRAST BETWEEN v s . 1 AND v s
4.4 .
Within the psalm itself there is no precise identification of the events to
seems demanded, for the
which
contrast
it refers.
between
“Events
the ״
opening and vs. 4 appears to require at least a partial restoration with an
appeal for further restoration. The contrast is between “When the LORD
restored Zion” (vs. 1) and the prayer of vs. 4 “Restore, O LORD, our
.” captivity
There are
similarities between this psalm and Psalm 85. Various
ideas are in common (e.g. restoration, rejoicing, the earth producing its
crops), but also the contrast between previous blessing and restoration
-and the subsequent appeal for further restoration (vss. 1 and 4) is strik
.ing. Here in Psalm 126 the appeal is for another return to take place
Dahood’s attempt to relate vs. 4 to the past by appeal to Phoenician
grammar (“he returned”) carries little weight, as one would need to show
several cases of the form 1 ﻋﺂproposed in order to argue convincingly for
.its ex iste n c e jn .th e O ld T e s ta m e n t

To which events then does the psalm point? The opening verse could
.refer to the initial return from exile following Gyrus’ decree of 537 B.C
When the foundation of the Temple was laid, some who had seen the
former Temple wept, but others shouted for joy. The intermingling of
weeping and joy could be heard far away (Ezra 3:12f.). That joy was in
ked contrast to t h desolate grief of the exilic condition 137
(Ps؟
ma(..
Opposition soon arose and the building work was suspended. The latter
part of the psalm could refer to this discouraging period between the
cessation of the building programme and the resumption through the
efforts of Haggai and Zechariah 52
in ه.B.C
-It may well be, however, that verses 2 and 3 demand an event some
what more distant in time, and hence it could be that the psalm dates
from just prior to the period of Ezra and Nehemiah in the following
century. The memory would have been there of God’s restoration of the
first wave of the exiles, and the prayer is offered in vs. 4 that an even
fuller restoration would take place. If the words “the LORD has done
great things” (vss. 2, 3) are derived from the book of Joel, then some
.additional weight may be given to the later date
om pa^s the return
The second
to a par^
well-known؟
of vs4^·.
phenomenon - strèams in the Negev. The comparison seems to be used
:for two reasons
1٠The suddenness of the appearance of these gushing streams is used as
an illustration of the suddenness with which the further return will take
.place
The result of the rain and the overflowing streams is that previously .2
barren places will bring forth a harvest. The psalmist’s prayer is that a
-like phenomenon will occur when God brings about even fuller^restor
ation of Israel ,
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Lest it be thought that the'miraculous intervention of God on behalf of
his people would solve all their problems, vss. 5 and 6 point to another
a s^ e L S d d e n restoration would be followed by the slow and tedious
work of re-settlement in the land. Laborious work had to preeede joyful
harvesting.
CONCLUSION

While studies such as Beyerlin’s stimulate re-assessment of earlier diseussions, yet they have their own weaknesses. Other-questions which he
raises have not been taken up in this present discussion, such as the
reference to the ^oclam ation among the Gentiles and the overall form of
foe psalm. Within such a short psalm there are a cluster of problems, but
clarification of these will only come with persistent study and discussion,
^ome of the surest progress in biblical studies comes from detailed
examination of small portions of foe text. For the present we are left with
fois short psalm rejoicing in the wonder of God’s mighty act in fulfilling
his promise to bring his people home, with the prayer for even fuller
manifestation of his restoring grace.
ALLAN M. HARMAN.
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